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of the device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at
San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.
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ABSTRACT
The Mobility Aid project was proposed by Theresa Mortilla and Idee Shapiro. The goal of the
project was to design and build a device that can quickly and easily transform between a
mobility walker and an electric scooter to allow for more freedom of mobility. The inspiration
for this project arose from the fact that Theresa suffers from multiple sclerosis in her legs and
can only walk for about thirty minutes at a time until she gets too fatigued and must sit down
and rest. This device would provide her with the ability to continue moving while giving her legs
their needed rest.
While this was a very exciting and life-changing project, the project requirements presented
many obstacles and design challenges to overcome. The device must be lightweight so that
Theresa can push it easily as a walker, but it must be structural enough to support all of the
forces while used as a scooter. It must also be simple and easy to use as Theresa will most likely
be fatigued when she has to transform the device. These were just a few of the design
considerations faced in this project.
After much research and many different design iterations, a final design was reached. It consists
of a four-wheel device with an aluminum frame, has a rigid folding seat, and has
interchangeable handlebars.
As expected, during the building phase there were many little flaws that slowed down
construction. These provided unnecessary roadblocks but were overcome with collaboration
between group members and assistance from outside sources.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Mobility Aid was a project with the goal of giving people confined to the use of walkers a device
that is easy to travel with, provides the necessary physical support, can convert into an electric
mobility scooter for short recovery rides, and is comfortable to use.
The driving need behind this project came from Theresa Mortilla and Idee Shapiro. Theresa is
an independent minded ex-dancer who has multiple sclerosis (MS), which has manifested itself
with balance problems and extreme fatigue after extended time-periods of movement. The
engineers who designed and built a device that can meet these needs were Zack Blois, Robia
Choi, and Kristin Dills. Dr. Meagher was the engineering advisor for the project.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND
Some preliminary online research and face-to-face questioning with Idee was done to get a
clearer understanding of Theresa’s lifestyle and her circumstances. Citations are in the
appendices at the end of this proposal.
Multiple Sclerosis
Over 400,000 people in the United States and over 2.5 million people worldwide have been
affected by MS, also known as disseminated sclerosis or encephalomyelitis disseminata. It is an
autoimmune disease that attacks the body’s nervous system—the brain and the spinal cord.
The body’s immune cells, also called the white blood cells, attack the protective tissue
surrounding the nerve fibers of the brain that send impulses to the rest of the body. This
protective tissue, called the myelin sheath, deteriorates through what is called demyelination,
and the remaining scar tissue is seen as a lesion or plaque. The damaged myelin sheath
prevents the proper amount of electric impulses being sent to the body when the brain needs
it, causing limited functionality of the limbs.
MS is a progressive disease that only gets worse as time passes and there is no known cure.
How fast and how badly a person is affected by MS varies from case to case. However, common
symptoms of those suffering from MS are as follows:












loss of balance,
numbness,
muscle pains,
mobility problems,
slurred speech,
weakness and fatigue,
poor coordination,





double vision or vision loss,
eye discomfort,
decreased attention span,
judgment, and memory,
depression,
dizziness,
and hearing loss.

The precise reason for the cause of MS is unknown; however, researchers believe it to be
triggered by a virus or genetic defect or some combination of both. Although is it not
considered a hereditary disease, there is a higher risk of getting the disease for someone who
has a relative with MS than not. It is also twice as more likely for people of European descent to
get MS than those of African American or Asian American descent. Furthermore, women are
70% more likely to get MS than men.
Theresa Mortilla
Theresa Mortilla, a resident of Los Osos, California, has lived with multiple sclerosis for
approximately the past twenty years of her life. She continues working and taking trips out of
the country to maintain the simple joys of life; however, her limited mobility denies her some
capabilities that everyday people take for granted. Her MS has mostly affected her balance, so
she is dependent on a mobility aid, such as a walker or scooter, and also causes her to become
fatigued frequently. Also, she has trouble feeling her feet on the ground due to the lack of
sensitivity in her feet. Theresa would like to have a device that allows her to walk so she can
continue exercising her muscles as much as possible, but something that can also allow her to
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rest and continue her trip—simply put, a walker and scooter in one device. Creating a
device that is more comfortable and more applicable to her situation will allow Theresa to feel
more like herself and brighten her outlook on life.
Current Products
There are many devices in production today that meet some of the requirements needed by
Theresa Mortilla, but not all of them. Either they provide the support and exercise she wants as
a walker, or they allow her to travel for long distances in her fatigued state, a scooter, but not
both. Theresa owns both a walker and an electric scooter, but no longer uses the scooter due to
its large size and inconvenience for travel. It also does not allow her the exercise she uses to
continue to fight her MS.
Walkers
Theresa currently uses the Nova GetGo walker with hand
brakes, which allows her to walk around, but once she
becomes fatigued she must sit for one or two hours before
being reenergized enough to continue walking. This walker has
a seat that allows this, yet, the awkward positioning of the seat
does not allow her to sit comfortably or for another person to
push her when she is sitting, as if in a wheelchair. Her main
problems with this device are that this device is awkward and
does not fold up easily. Also, the storage basket, located
underneath the seat, does not come out easily; Theresa finds this
necessary to use frequently since she cannot carry items as she
walks.

Figure 1. Nova GetGo

Through research, the 4100 Metro Walker displays the
proper size and lightweight properties that Theresa looks
for, but has no seat for her to sit on when she becomes
tired. The downfall of this device is that it has no brakes for
Theresa to control her balance.
A rough device, the “Rollator”, that is basically a walker
attachment to the front of a wheelchair would allow
Theresa to have a dual functioning device. However, it is
not a very logical or convenient device to have because it is
large and Theresa wants to be more independent, not have
someone push her in a wheelchair.
Figure 2. 4100 Metro Walker
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Scooters
The standard electric motor scooter is very large and requires Theresa
to own an adapted van with a ramp that allows transport of the device.
Ideally, she would like to go without the van and only use a standard
car or van that would much cheaper for her to maintain.
Another mobility scooter called the
TravelScoot has the lightweight and
compactable qualities that Theresa seeks in
her travel device. It appears to be easy to
Figure 3. Electric Power
Mobility Scooter
assemble, but it does not have the ability to
be used as a walker. It also fits the battery standards which allow it
to be taken onto airplanes, which is a requirement of our sponsors
because they enjoy traveling.

Figure 4. TravelScoot

Patents
We conducted a patent search to find other products not on the
market that have been designed and could meet Theresa’s needs.
There have been many alterations to the standard walker that have
patents; yet, of the many devices, some meet a few of the
requirements of this project, but not all of them. Further descriptions
of the patents can be found at PatentStorm online (see references) by
using the patent number defined.

Figure 5. Patent #5168947 –
Motorized Walker

The idea of a motorized walker has been considered, shown in Figure 5; however, this device is
similar to a Segway in that the user must stand on a platform while driving. It has the
capabilities to be used as a walker and also be ridden during times of fatigue; however
Theresa’s leg functions are almost nonexistent when fatigued, and she must be able to sit in
order to reenergize her muscles.
There also have been many techniques and configurations found to make the walker
collapsible, as shown in the figures below. However, these designs are more complicated than
what Theresa would want to have and would probably cause Theresa to become frustrated
easily. The two figures show the walkers in its full composure (on the left) and its collapsible
form (on the right).

Figure 7. Patent #5979476 – Folding Walker with
Multiple Configurations
ChameleonCorp_FinalProjectReport_20101203_v03_CC
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Applicable Standards
The following are a few of the federal standards that the device must meet in order to fit the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) qualifications, regulations for batteries being taken onto
airplanes, and miscellaneous parameters for mobility scooters.
ADA Standards
When Theresa learned she had MS, she remodeled her home to be completely ADA compliant
for easy access with her walker and/or scooter. Some common standards include:









any passage at a point should be at least 32” (i.e. – doorway widths),
any continuous passage should be at least 36” (i.e. – hallways),
doorways not requiring full passage (i.e. – shallow closets) may have an opening of 20”,
60” minimum for a wheelchair to make a 180° turn (or a T-shaped space with 36”
corridors),
ramps have a maximum slope of a 1:12 ratio,
various height and reach requirements,
various stairwell, elevator, and bathroom requirements,
and much more.

Note: ADA standards are fit for adult dimensions and anthropometrics (comparative
measurements of the human body and its parts).
Refer to the ADA website or any ADA documentation for more details.
Battery Regulations for Airplanes
According to the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), airplane passengers can carry most
consumer and personal battery-powered devices into the aircraft cabin. Generally, they may
carry dry cell alkaline, dry cell rechargeable batteries, lithium ion, and lithium metal batteries in
their carry-on luggage. Dry cell batteries of all kinds are also allowed in checked luggage, and a
restricted amount of spare lithium batteries (refer to the DOT Frequently Asked Questions for
more details). Some research states that car batteries, or sealed lead acid (SLA) batteries, are
restricted on airplanes because they contain corrosive materials. However, it seems there have
been advancements in this area, and SLA batteries may be isolated into a special container for
the flight. There have been several incidents where batteries caused fires (or other such
problems) during flight, so passengers must be aware and try to prevent this by isolating
batteries and ensuring that the batteries will not short circuit. Lastly, passengers should always
check with their specific airline at least a couple days before their departure for any restrictions
or procedures they must follow.
Mobility Scooter Guidelines
There are three classes of “invalid carriages” (as called in official documents) defined as:



Class 1: manual wheelchairs
Class 2: powered wheelchairs and powered mobility scooters with an upper speed limit
of 4 mph and designed for use on pavements
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Class 3: powered wheelchairs and powered mobility scooters with an upper
speed limit of 8 mph and designed for use on the road as well as pavements

There are no explicit rules in most areas for the operation of electric mobility scooters;
however, there is a general sense of common courtesy and safeness that guides users today.
Mainly they need to be aware of other pedestrians and automobiles on sidewalks and streets
so that they do not hit anyone or be hit by anything. A “rule of thumb” to use is to follow rules
as a bicycle does while on the road the same rules as pedestrians on the sidewalk. For example,
scooter riders should signal when turns are made and be careful to drive slowly around
congested areas.

CHAPTER 3. OBJECTIVES
The objective of our Mobility Aid Project was to provide freedom of mobility and independence
for Theresa Mortilla. We proposed to design a walker/scooter combination device that she can
use to help her move around. In the “walker” mode, Theresa will be able to use it like a normal
walker in which it provides stability and support. When she becomes fatigued and loses
movement of her legs, she will be able to convert the walker to “scooter” mode in which she
can sit and rest while still being able to get around. While these are the basic necessary
functions of the device, our goal was to provide a device that can do much more:




collapse and/or break into several manageable parts.
contain a storage unit suitable for Theresa’s needs,
and quickly and easily convert from walker to scooter mode.

These design considerations were developed by input from our sponsor and our own
engineering judgment. In the Quality Function Development (QFD) table, seen in Appendix A, all
of the customer needs were converted into engineering specifications and rated for current
products and our ideal design. The QFD table was the main reference for determining the
success of our design. It is important to note the rating scale inside the QFD is on a scale from 19, with 1 being not important or not related and 9 being very important or very related. The
benchmark columns and rows are based on a similar scale from 1-5 or the related qualitative
values. Table 1 summarizes the QFD and the optimal design specifications.
Table 1. Technical Specifications for Ideal Mobility Aid

Target
Values

Weight

Size

(lb/part)

(ft x ft x ft)

15

2.75 x 2.5 x 3
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The ideal mobility aid must be light enough or break into small enough pieces for Theresa
to easily lift up out of a car and assemble. The compacted size of the device or its different
components would also fit in the trunk of a compact car. This would allow Theresa to not have
to use her modified van with accessibility ramp which is expensive to maintain. Also, the
maximum width of our device is 28 inches due to problems Theresa has had in the past with
doors in older houses. Preferably the transformation from walker to scooter will take
approximately one minute and not require many steps as Theresa will already be fatigued at
this point. Finally, the device must support at least four 30 minute rides throughout the day;
long enough for Theresa to gain enough energy to walk again.

CHAPTER 4. DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL PROTOTYPE
The final design that we chose was the result of our Pugh matrices and proof of concept testing.
We chose the open frame design, with dual use handles. It included the belt drive set up and a
folding seat with a rigid back.
Detailed Prototype Description
General Features
Motor Mount
The motor mount uses a V-belt drive system,
which means that the power transfer
happens using the friction between a
smooth “V” shaped belt under tension and
pulleys. This design uses the tension in the
belt to engage and disengage the motor
from the drive pulley. The tension is
removed from the belt by letting the handle
hook over the top of the motor mount
frame. To engage the motor simply push the
handle down until the handle hooks onto
the bottom of the frame and the tension in
the belt is then maintained by itself. The
pulleys and rear wheels come from lawn
Figure 8. Motor mount assembly showing the idler handle in
mower parts, so they will be functional,
"engaged" position.
relatively inexpensive, and weather
resistant. The tire on the wheel is semi-pneumatic so it will provide a nice comfortable ride and
will be able to deal with different terrains without difficulty. Because it is only semi-pneumatic
flat tires should not be too much of a problem.
The brake is completely mechanical, consisting of a hinge with a rubber pad, and applies
pressure on the rolling surface of the rear wheels when stopping. The brake cable has a small
spring along it to keep the brake from constantly rubbing on the wheel’s surface while in
motion. The hinge itself is riveted to the motor mount (not pictured in Figure 8) and the brake
housing is secured by the L-shaped bracket attached to the motor mount.
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Seat
The seat compacts similar to that of a theater seat and lays hanging on a rod supported by two
posts at the front two slots while in walker mode. For scooter mode, two pegs are inserted into
the back posts of the outer leg, and the back posts attached to the seat connects to the pegs as
well as the upper pegs located on the plate. The seat itself is a purchased unit, and the cushion
was constructed using a foam cushion encased by weather-proof material, with the color
selected by Theresa.

Figure 9. Seat configuration as a walker (left) and seat configuration as a scooter (right).

Steering System
The front steering system utilizes a simple sprocket and chain design which allows for the
wheels to be free spinning in walker mode but locked in scooter mode. There are three holes in
the front frame, one for the steering shaft and
two for the casters. All of them are held in the
frame with sleeve bearings that allow for rotation
but can also withstand any moments. There are
also sprockets on all of the rotating shafts so the
chain can connect between them, locking them
together so they all spin simultaneously. Since the
handlebars are interchangeable, the front wheels had
to easily change from 360° free spin to locking with the
handlebars for steering. When in scooter mode,
Figure 10. Front section of the frame.
the handlebars are placed in the steering block,
which is attached to the center shaft, and lock the front wheels together
providing the rider with control of the steering. This entire chain and sprocket
assembly sits on the underside of the frame and there is a plastic cover surrounding it all
to keep it clean and safe for the user.
ChameleonCorp_FinalProjectReport_20101203_v03_CC
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Frame
The main outer legs of the frame attach to the front frame through a hinge, allowing it to fold
and compact when disassembled. The legs telescope in order to extend the base when
transformed from a walker to a scooter. While in walker mode, the inner legs are inside the
outer legs, being pinned by the seat’s front posts and the handlebars through each part. Then,
the handlebars are moved to the front frame slots and the seat posts are lifted and pushed
forward to pull the outer legs out. Then the seat is positioned to be used for scooter mode –
see below. The wheels are pneumatic and semi-pneumatic, so that they can adjust to the
various terrain that Theresa wanted the ability to walk on.

Figure 11. Entire frame: walker mode (left) and scooter mode (Right).

Electronics
The electronics are controlled via a speed controller. The speed controller connects the battery,
motor, and throttle together. It also allows for the brake to be connected; however, we opted
for mechanical brakes so that the battery is not used during walker mode. Furthermore, the
throttle system we have chosen has a battery meter and uses a thumb throttle rather than a
twisting mechanism, as chosen by Theresa. The motor selected is the same motor found in
most mobility scooters—a 24 volt 250 watt motor. The motor has a 4” diameter and about 4”
long, and this has been factored into the dimensions of our overall frame. Lastly, of the several
battery options, a lithium-ion battery was selected for its lightweight qualities and quick
recharge (see cost analysis for more information). Wiring directions for the speed controller can
be found in the appendix.
Walker Mode
In walker mode legs are not extended and the front supports of the seat are in their slot while
the seat is suspended downwards. The handles are in the back slot, which means that both the
ChameleonCorp_FinalProjectReport_20101203_v03_CC
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front supports of the seat and the handles are pinning the legs into position. The idler
latch is in its “up” position, so that there is not as much tension on the drive belt. The motor
power is switched to its “off” position.
Scooter Mode
To change from walker to scooter mode there are four steps:
1. With the brakes locked, tension the drive belt and remove the handlebars from their
rear position to the steering block located at the front of the device.
2. Lift the entire seat and slide the main frame forward 6 inches.
3. Insert the rear post pegs, rotate the seat, lock the rear posts into place, and rotate
the backrest so it is vertical.
4. Take a seat; turn the switch to the battery on, and now the user may ride the device
like any scooter.
Storage Mode
For storage, the prototype breaks up into four pieces: the base, the motor mount, the handles,
and the seat. First, detach the handles and the seat from the body. Then detach the motor
mount by unpinning it from the frame at the attachment point. Completely collapse that leg
and fold it towards the front piece of the prototype, then fold the other leg after it—similar to
how sunglasses fold. All of these pieces should fit into the trunk of a car or a carry on suit case.
Analysis Results
As an expansion on the basic calculations of normal force distributions and static deflection,
which were discussed in the previous chapter and are attached in Appendix G, we picked the
weakest cross-section shape of our base and modeled the whole beam as that shape. We
approximated the deflection that the beam will experience when a person puts all of their
weight on the handles of the walker—this applies a 2400 in-lb moment and a 200 lb point load
on the beam and creates a rather complicated deflection shape. These calculations showed us
that the deflection for an aluminum beam with 1/8 inch walls should experience a maximum
deflection of less than 0.12 inches, which is the max allowable design deflection.
As another material option that must be considered we did the same calculations for a steel
beam with 1/16 inch walls, which produces much smaller deflections. Since steel is a heavier,
but stronger material than aluminum, the choice between steel or aluminum tubing will be
based on a tradeoff between needed strength and weight. The last calculation in Appendix G is
a rough calculation of how much the beams made out of each material will weigh. It turns out
that the steel beam adds around 4 lbs to the weight, while providing the expected increase in
strength. Since aluminum saves on weight while still providing the needed strength, we will
build the frame out of aluminum.
Cost Analysis
The overall frame and any manufactured parts are going to be made of aluminum (6061 grade).
This has been selected because the aluminum is lightweight yet can still handle all of the loads
necessary. The manufacturer is unknown, but is estimated to cost around $200.
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As for the battery, there are many considerations to be taken into account. The options
include a sealed lead acid (SLA) battery, a Nickel-Cadmium (Ni-Cd) battery, a Nickel-metal
hydride (NiMH) battery, and lithium ion batteries. Table 2 weighs the different options of the
batteries. After discussing the options with Idee, the lithium-ion battery was selected.
Table 2. Comparison of Battery Options

Material

SLA

Ni-Cd

Cost

Lightweight?

$100 total

Unknown
for correct
battery

No

Allowed on
planes?

unknown/varies

Yes

Yes

Lifespan

Extra Notes

5-8 years

Need two 12 volt
to meet 24 volt
requirement;
Charging system
costs ~$20

~15 years

Cadmium is a
toxic material;
may not have
the proper
amount of
current needed

NiMH

Unknown
for correct
battery

Yes

Yes

~15 years

Environmentally
friendly; may not
have the proper
amount of
current needed

Lithium Ion

$350 - $400

Yes

Yes (restricted
amounts)

2-3 years

Charging system
costs $100

A complete cost analysis on a part-to-part basis can be found in the appendix.
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CHAPTER 5. PROJECT REALIZATION
Manufacturing Processes
All of the manufacturing was done by hand; what we as students could not complete on our
own, we found outside help to complete. The largest hurdle to the manufacturing process was
welding aluminum. None of us were
comfortable enough with welding
aluminum, which is acknowledged as a
difficult material to weld, to guarantee that
any welds we managed to produce would
be structurally sound. At this point in the
design-build process we located Kevin
Williams, a welding instructor for Cal Poly,
and Ladd Caine, a staff member of the
Industrial and Manufacturing departments.
Figure 12. Kevin Williams and Ladd Caine
Kevin was willing and able to provide us
with his indispensable help with the welding and other complications of building our design;
with his expertise, this project’s build process was less painful than it had the potential to be.
Ladd generously lent us his machining
expertise when we needed it.

Figure 13. The tube bender in the Bonderson Mustang 60
machine shop.

Once the problem of who and how the
welding would happen, most of the
construction was achieved with the basic
tools that students with a red tag have access
to in the two Mechanical Engineering shops—
Bonderson Mustang 60 and the Aero Hanger
Research and Development Building 004. The
tools included drill presses, both vertical and
horizontal band saws, belt and wheel
sanders, a tube bender, along with various
other files and small tools.

Design Changes
Like any new design our final design had many adjustments made to accommodate the reality
of the building process and variables that we just did not account for during the design process.
Among these adjustments the most prominent occurred in the construction of the frame, the
steering mechanism, and the seat.
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Frame
In the final design we planned to cut out each
side piece of the front frame piece like a three
dimensional puzzle. The person we found to
help us with the welding would then run beads
along all of the exterior corners to eventually
create the shape we wanted for the front.
Inevitably, Kevin had a good and realistic
adjustment to this process that created the
desired shape. Rather than cut out shapes
from sheet metal, he suggested that we use
rectangular tubing cut at 45° angles and
welded together to create the 90° degree
bends. We then trimmed and ground the sharp Figure 14. Front frame piece partially assembled during
the build process.
corners along the front edge of the piece until
they showed approximately the desired radius
of curvature we wanted. Kevin then filled in the gaps that were at the front corners of the piece
because of the trimming. After a final round of grinding the front piece was exactly the shape
we desired. This one simple suggestion reduced the time required to create the shape wanted
and increased the accuracy of the piece in the final product.
Steering
The steering mechanism turned out to be a
challenge. When we put enough tension in the
chain to prevent the middle gear from jumping
teeth, the casters did not function in either mode.
Eventually we came up with the design solution
of not using a chain tensioner at all; we put a box
guide around the middle gear so that it was
physically impossible for the chain to jump teeth;
the outside gears jumping teeth was not a
concern because there was enough wrap.

A

We also removed
B
the angle on the
steering block. Not
only did this make
Figure 16. (A) Schematic of design (B) Schematic
manufacturing it
of prototype with box guide around center gear
easier to
accomplish, it added
the needed distance between the lip of the seat and the
handlebars for getting into the seat to be feasible.

D

Figure 15. Schematic
showing distance, D,
between seat lip and
handlebars.
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Seat
The seat design had to be changed because the rear seat
supports would not slide into their slots for scooter mode
without lifting the chair front supports completely out of the
frame too. This meant that the transformation was basically a
three person job. We adjusted the design so that the legs were
in two separate halves: tubes the same diameter as the vertical
tubing on the frame and upper and lower pegs to secure all the
legs in place. The lower pegs are eight and a half inches long and
act as the pins inside the frame to secure the legs from sliding
out as well as fixing the rear seat supports to their position
during scooter mode.
Final Product Schematics
The final product modes looked the mostly the same as when
we designed them.

Figure 17. Fixture attached to the
bottom of the seat. Note the upper
pegs are inserted into the tubing
when rotated from folded position.

Walker Mode
When manufacturing the handlebar heights, we
consulted Theresa and built them to her height.
Walker handles are supposed to be positioned at
approximately the same height as the users’ wrist
when dangling their arms at their sides. To get this
distance we measured the distance from the
Theresa’s wrist to the ground and then subtracted
the distance from the ground to the bottom of the
frame where the handlebars were supposed to end.
Before cutting these distances we also checked that
the same height would be comfortable to use when
sitting in scooter mode and steering.
Figure 18. Assembly in walker mode
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Scooter Mode
The manufacturing decision most apparent
when in scooter mode is the seat height. Both
Idee and Theresa pointed out that being seated
on a scooter makes the person shorter than the
average person when standing. We chose a
height for the seat that complimented the
height of the handlebars and kept Theresa only
slightly shorter than the average person. We
made sure to have her sit in the scooter mode
and approve the height before moving on. The
main concern with the height of the rider is the
possibility of tipping. Considering the fact that
the motor cannot really handle a very large
incline anyway, tipping is something to be
aware of when riding, but not really a problem.

Figure 19. Assembly in scooter mode

Future Recommendations
The main change needed with this design and prototype has to do with the steering. While it is
functional in scooter mode, as a walker the casters do not work as well as they should; this
could be due to any number of causes: the angle of the vertical axis on the caster cause by the
angle of the frame, the trail of the wheel axis from the vertical axis, the amount of weight on
the casters. Possible solutions include changing the angle of the frame to have more weight
transfer to the front, having a motor for each rear wheel and dispose of the chain sprocket
mechanism to create a direct drive type of steering, and making sure that the vertical axes for
the casters are vertical and rotationally rigid while increasing the trail distance.
Another problem with this prototype is that the frame is not rigid enough. This could be due to
trying to make the whole device collapsible; the hinges allow too much inward rotation of the
outer legs when in walker mode.
A problem specific to the walker mode is that the handlebars wiggle left to right more than they
should to give Theresa the proper spatial reference for balance. When we were attempting to
solve this problem, we tried using a different locking mechanism, which helped some, but not
enough. The better solution would probably be to make the tolerances for the pin and hole
smaller. Another design could be to use something like a bicycle seat quick-release mechanism
to clamp the handlebars into the rear posts.
We did not anticipate that the motor-battery combination would need more power than a
typical mobility scooter. Our device does not handle an incline or multiple terrains, so we
recommend calculating a torque-power curve to better approximate the usage needs. Then
find a different motor.
The decision to use mechanical brake cables from a bicycle provided enough stopping friction,
but created the dilemma of dealing with where to secure the middle length to the frame. When
in walker mode, there are large loops suspended in front of the walker where they can get
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caught on stuff. In scooter mode the cables follow the frame better, but are still in the
way of Theresa’s feet when getting in and out of the seat. Lastly, the drive leg cannot actually
be disassembled from the frame because the motor wires are attached to the frame.
The seat is large, bulky, and crooked; when in walker mode it rests on the battery. We
recommend finding a slimmer seat or customizing a more appropriate one for this device.
The rear seat supports need to be secured during walker mode; they rotate out of place. This
could easily be solved by a latch mechanism or Velcro.
Though they were not actual design flaws, we did have a couple unfortunate mistakes. The first
involved rapid prototyping the battery case; the slots for the posts were incorrectly
dimensioned. The second was the fact that the wiring was too short for the rapid prototyped
boxes. Lastly, because the rod was inserted into the seat crookedly it hit the on/off switch for
the battery, so we had to change its position to the outside—where it can get hit by things.

CHAPTER 6. DESIGN VERIFICATION
To verify our design, we performed different tests to see if the design met the required
specifications. These tests consisted of a run-through of how Theresa will actually use the
device. We started by pulling the device out of a car and assembling it. Walking with it for a
specified distance and then transforming it from walker mode to scooter mode and riding for a
specified distance. Next, we transformed it back to walker mode. Finally, broke down the
device and placed it back into the car. For each of these steps, we had certain specifications
that the following checklist summarizes.
Specification Verification checklist
1. Load/Unload device from car
 Device/each part < 15 lbs.
 If parts, ≤ 4
2. Assembly
 Time ≤ 2 min.
 Number of steps ≤ 6
3. Walker Mode
 Turning radius
 Terrain
Concrete
Carpet
Grass
Sand/Dirt
4. Transformation
 Number of steps to transform ≤ 5
 Time to transform ≤ 1 min.
5. Scooter Mode
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Speed ≤ 5 mph
Weight capacity ≥ 200 pounds
Turning radius
Ride time ≥ 120 min.
Terrain
Concrete
Carpet
Grass
Sand/Dirt
6. Disassembly/Compact Size
 Number of Steps ≤ 6
 Compact size ≤ 2 ft3
After performing these tests, we concluded that the walker and scooter device does not
perform as well as we would have liked.
Load/Unload device from car: The walker/scooter does meet the requirement of each part
being less than 15 pounds and there are only four parts when the device is folded for transport.
It is not very practical however to have the device in all of its separate pieces for transportation
since there is no good way to carry all of them and it requires a lot of work to put them back
together.
Assembly: The assembly time for the device meets the requirement at just about two minutes
and it also meets the six steps or less criteria. After taking the device out of the car, it takes five
steps to put it all together. While this can be done fairly quickly, some of the steps are difficult
and require certain tools.
Walker Mode: The walker mode of the device is what comes the shortest of fulfilling our design
specifications. When in walker mode, the handlebars are not rigid enough to give Theresa the
necessary support and balance. Also, the front steering system does not allow for easy steering.
It has a lot of friction due to the tension in the chain and sprocket system and the design does
not transfer enough weight to the front wheels for steering. This also results in a very large
turning radius. As for the terrain that the walker can traverse, concrete is the best, carpet and
hard packed dirt are average and grass and sand do not work well.
Transformation: The transformation from walker to scooter mode is a little more involved than
originally planned. The number of steps meets the design requirements of five or less but the
time does not. One main reason for this is because of the difficulty of the steps in the
transformation. While it can be transformed with one person, it is much easier with two.
Scooter Mode: The scooter mode of the device performs fairly well. It does not go quite as fast
as designed but a bigger motor can fix that. The seat meets the requirement for the weight
capacity. Just as in walker mode, the turning radius is still very large in scooter mode which
decreases maneuverability. The battery also does not hold a charge for the expected 120
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minutes, it runs the motor for approximately 60 minutes. Again, the suitable terrain is
the same as in walker mode.
Disassembly: The disassembly of the device is very similar to the assembly. The number of steps
is still the same and requires similar effort to assembly. The compact size of the device does not
quite meet the specified dimensions. The posts for the handlebars and the seat make it taller
than we expected and because one of the rear wheels has to be removed for folding, it adds to
the compact size.

CHAPTER 7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT PLAN
The goal of this design project was to build one working prototype of our design for Theresa to
use in her daily life by the end date of this project. To produce a working prototype, certain
design and build milestone dates needed to be set. We divided the device’s main areas of
design into three intricately connected categories: walker, scooter, and storage. Since these
areas are so dependent on each other, we performed most of the design as a whole and later in
the design process—when it was appropriate—designated small subsystems of the whole
design as individual design projects.
Timetable
This project was a three quarter Mechanical Engineering senior project class at Cal Poly. This
meant that the designated start date was January 14, 2010 and the end date was December 3,
2010—not including summer break. This was a 30-week project.
We began with weekly meetings with our faculty advisor to help with the progress of the
project, excluding spring and summer break. As the project progressed, the meeting schedule
was reduced to as needed. As seen in the attached Gantt chart—a tool used to help plan and
keep track of a project’s progress—we set several dates that different stages of the project
were to be completed by. One notable date was May 6, 2010 when we planned to order parts
for our design, this was the point we transitioned from pure design and started building and
testing. It’s important to note that when reading the Gantt chart each row of text corresponds
to a row on the pictorial timetable representation, though the weekly meetings are included in
the digital copy of our Gantt chart, they have been minimized—hidden—for the purposes of
this report.
Work Estimates
We all contributed equally to the work required for this project: information gathering,
documentation of project progress, prototype fabrications, testing plans. Much of the
information we needed about different specifications and standards was found on the internet
and all of our information about Theresa’s personal requirements came from Idee and Theresa.
Each of us documented our experience of the project in our project logbooks and we all
contributed equally to the creation of agendas, minutes, and reports. We contributed equally
to prototype fabrication to the best of our abilities and when there was something we did not
have experience in, we used outside help. Since Theresa is the one who will be using the device,
final testing must be done by her.
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Reporting Schedule
We submitted the following reports on their corresponding days to our sponsors:





Final Design Report on Thursday April 15, 2010
o Included the polished final design before prototyping
o The final design report lead to a critical design review with Idee and
Theresa sometime during the following week of April 19-25
Update Report on Friday June 4, 2010
o Included progress of prototype
Final Project Report on December 3, 2010
o Included an update of the final design report showing any changes and
the finished prototype

It is important to note that the above are only an accounting of the official reports and the days
they were submitted. All of us at Chameleon Corp. were very excited about working with Idee
and Theresa on the design and communicated with them outside of these dates.

CHAPTER 8. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
The method of approach we used to solve our design problem included many iterative
processes. The first step was to perform background research, finding what other products
were already on the market and assess their pros and cons. This gave us a good idea of certain
features that are necessary or good and others that are unnecessary or not
important/functional. In our research phase, we also got hands on experience with current
products to get a better understanding of what is good and bad about them. This helped put us
in the customer’s shoes so we possessed an idea of what they go through on a daily basis.
The next step in our design process included group brainstorming in which we came up with as
many ideas or design features as possible no matter how farfetched they seemed. In this stage
it was important to not reject any ideas.
The brainstorming process started off by basing our ideas around
attachments and improvements on the current walker. However,
that narrowed the scope of our project and did not allow us to
be as creative as possible. Furthermore, after generating several
ideas with three-wheeled walker frames, we realized that it
would be much simpler to create a steering mechanism for a
single front wheel than for two wheels and continued to develop
these designs more.
In order to select our top design, rather than considering each of our top concepts as a whole,
we broke them down into separate components. Using Pugh matrices—a type of decision
matrix that shows the pros and cons of each design to help us select the best option for our
given design specifications—we picked our top choices for the frame, motor mount, seat, and
handlebars, then combined them into what we believed was the ideal design.
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As seen in the Pugh matrices found in Appendix C, the open frame with the dual-use
handlebars, the cloth collapsible seat with storage underneath and the planetary gear setup
for the motor mount was our top design; the progression of our design follows. It turned out
that most of these choices had to be rejected or adjusted because they did not provide enough
stability or walking room for Theresa.
Basic Frame
The frame design’s initial deciding criterion was whether the walker-scooter would be a three
or four wheeled design. We looked at many four wheeled designs and thought about modifying
any variation of these ideas, but later concluded that there is a reason why many successful
light weight scooter designs today are three wheeled; the steering mechanisms necessary for a
four wheeled design are far more complicated, so most of the frame ideas we created were
three wheeled designs. Our top frame designs included a four-wheel design that closely
resembles a normal walker design, a three-wheel chariot style design, and a three-wheel open
design. Each of these designs is explained in some detail in the following paragraphs.
Four-Wheel Walker Design
The four-wheel walker style design was one of our
first designs. We simply looked at the current
walker design and tried to see how we could make
it transform into a scooter also. The basic idea was
that it performed as a normal walker but then
Theresa could sit facing forward on the seat, drop
down foot pegs, and slide/swing down the whole
motor/battery unit and connect it to the driving
wheel.
Three-Wheel Chariot Design
Figure 20. Four-Wheel Walker
The main problem with a three wheeled frame is
the steering for walker mode and the steering for scooter
mode need to happen in two completely
separate places. We thought that if you have a
frame—imagine an Egyptian chariot with open
sides—that encompasses the entire front, then
having two sets of handles for the two different
steering needs would not look as dumb as
pushing around a walker with free spinning
handles in the front could.

Figure 21. Open Frame with a pull up seat
ChameleonCorp_FinalProjectReport_20101203_v03_CC
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The three-wheel open design stemmed from the
idea that walking inside a large frame would feel
confining and uncomfortable. This concept
started off as the design on the left. The curved
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space to not feel claustrophobic by the device. It had a pull-up seat that hangs downward
when idle (in walker mode). Although not shown in the figure, this concept could be designed
so that a basket could be easily placed for storage in front of the seat while walking and moved
to the rear while driving the scooter.

Motor and battery placement is not shown in the figure
because these steps were secondary to the overall frame
shape could be altered to fit any of our frame designs.
Furthermore, after developing this idea more with other
handlebar and seat configurations, we also created the
concept seen on the right. This concept shows the dualuse handlebars that can be removed from the walker
position to be connected in the front so they can be used
as the scooter’s steering mechanism.
Motor Mount
Through research we have discovered that it is possible to
create a working scooter using only one motor and one
Figure 22. Open Frame with Dual Purpose
drive wheel in the rear. This means fewer pieces, less
Handles
bulk, and less weight in our design—all good things
according to our design criteria—so we stuck with different
variations of using one motor to power one wheel. We devised four different basic motor
mounting set ups: belt drive, gear box drive, planetary gear drive, and in-wheel motor. Each has
its own power transfer method, walker-to-scooter transformation method, advantages and
disadvantages.
Belt Drive
The belt drive set up was similar to most scooter drive systems
today. The motor turns on an axis parallel to the wheel, while it
is connected to the wheel’s gear with a belt—the power
transfer method. This naturally creates a gearing ratio to slow
the wheel relative to the motor. The transformation for this
model involved sliding the motor toward the wheel a small
distance to put slack in the belt, slipping the belt off the
wheel’s gear, and then hooking the belt out of the way on a
Figure 23. Belt Drive
designated hook permanently attached to the frame. The
advantages of this system are that it is a commonly used way to transfer power so all the parts
are readily available, and the motor can be completely removable. The main disadvantages of
this system are putting the drive belt on and off every time you want to transform the walkerscooter and what to do with the belt when in walker mode.
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Figure 24. Gear Box Drive

Gear Box Drive
The gear box drive is another common drive system that
can be adapted to many different situations and easily
provide gearing down of motor speed. For this design, the
motor is again on a parallel axis to the axis that the wheel
rotates about and power is transferred from the motor to
the wheel through the use of only gears. Like the belt drive
system transformation is achieved by moving the whole
motor and gear box either towards or away from the wheel
a designated distance. The advantages for this system are
the same as the belt drive system, easily available parts and
the motor and gear box can be made completely removable.
This system avoids the disadvantage of belt storage during
walker mode, but adds the probability of the wheel gear
collecting dirt during travel, which will cause maintenance
problems.

Planetary Gear Drive
Planetary gear drive utilizes a direct drive type of power
transfer, which means that the motor is on the same
rotational axis as the wheel. Except in our design, we
utilize the gears’ ability to separate along the rotational
axis in order to “engage” and “disengage.” The transition
would involve the gear attached to the motor sliding into
or out of the gear attached to the wheel, which would
have interior teeth rather than exterior teeth—a more
common gear shape. The main advantages of this design
Figure 25. Planetary Gear Drive
are that sliding well fitted gears into and out of each other is
an easy motion and a cover can be installed over the gear interface for keeping everything
clean and safe—minimizes mechanisms that pinch and grab fingers or shoelaces. The biggest
disadvantage to this design is that parts are not going to be readily available and might need to
be specially made.
In-wheel Motor
The in-wheel motor is completely attached to the wheel at its pivot point, which made this
choice eliminated almost right away because Theresa would like the option to take off the
motor when unnecessary. Furthermore, this option is more costly than a typical motor.
Seating/Storage
The seating and storage were two components that we designed last since they would simply
have to fit in with our frame design. The top concepts for seating included a rigid seat, a
foldable—stadium style—seat, a hunter—collapsible type—seat, and a bicycle seat. All of these
designs were considered for comfort, ease of transformation, stability, whether it is
compactable, and whether it obstructs the walker.
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The rigid seat met some of the requirements. It is comfortable and provides support but
is not compactable which would obstruct the walker. The stadium style, folding seat was
another option which is comfortable, easy to transform, compactable, and not obstructive, but
does not provide the most support in scooter mode. The
hunter type seat is very compactable and easy to transform
but does not provide much support for the user. The final
design is a bicycle seat which would be easy to transform
and stable but would not be very comfortable or
compactable.

Figure 26. Hunter Seat

As for storage, it is closely associated with the seat since it
too has to be adjustable on the frame. The best options for
storage go with the folding seat and hunter seat. With the
folding seat, the storage could either be in front or on top
of the seat when it is folded and be underneath or behind
the seat when it is in position. The hunter type seat would
be the best option for storage as it could be beneath the
seat in both walker and scooter mode and easily accessible.

Steering/Handles
The steering system consists of the handle setup and the actual steering mechanism. Our top
designs included a two-wheel steer system, a set of two separate and permanent handles, dualuse handles, and telescoping handles. The first design was the two-wheel steer system as part
of the four-wheel frame design. This system was the most complicated and required the wheels
to be fixed in scooter mode but free spinning in walker mode. To
overcome this, the wheels would have to be on free spinning casters,
but then have some sort of locking device that drops down over the
caster and wheel, locking in place. From there, the rest of the steering
would closely resemble a typical go-kart steering design.

Figure 27. Front wheel as a
free spinning caster, similar
to a go-kart

All of our next steering designs were for the three-wheel frame which
proved to be much easier to design since the steering wheel was in
line with the steering column and handlebars. The first design was a
set of two separate and permanent handles. This system had one set
of handles fixed in position for use in walker mode and one set of
handles for use in scooter mode. This design was very simple and
effective for its function but not space and weight efficient. It allowed
for easy throttle installation and provided good support for Theresa in
walker mode. It did, however, make the braking system more
complicated with two sets of brake cables.
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The next system was the telescoping handles seen to the right. This design was permanently
attached to the front of the frame with handles that can telescope in and out to the
appropriate position for walker mode or scooter mode. These
handles would make effective use of space and weight but
would not provide much support in walker mode as they are
not very strong when they are fully extended.
The final design was the dual-functioning handles that can be
used in both walker and scooter modes, see Figures 10 and 19.
In walker mode, they are inserted into the side supports on the
frame. Then, for scooter mode, they are switched to the inserts
at the front of the frame, becoming the steering column and
handles. This system would provide sufficient support for
Theresa while walking and maneuverability while riding.

Figure 28. Telescoping Handles

Next, we analyzed our different main designs for feasibility and functionality both structurally
and practically. This was again another point for iteration where we could go back and change
certain design features based on results found from our analysis. After we chose and analyzed
multiple designs individually, we compared them in our QFD table with current products, the
engineering specs, and each other to choose the best solution. Our best solution was
transformed into a mock-prototype made out of wood and PVC pipe for a first round of testing.
Supporting Preliminary Analysis

As a first check of whether this design was possible in real life, we did some rough calculations
on the probable loads and deflections for the base, which are attached in Appendix G. These
calculations showed that if there was a 200 pound person putting all their weight on the
handles of the walker the back wheels would each experience approximately 1.4 times the
force that the front wheel would need to support. To check the amount of deflection that the
base arms would experience when someone was sitting in
scooter mode, we applied a force at the approximate
location of the seat and found that the beams should each
deflect less than 1/64 inches, which means the base
would be rigid enough in the vertical direction to perform
as we want.
Proof of concept analysis and testing

To further develop and visualize our design thus far, we
constructed a mock-up out of 2’x4’s and PVC. This was a
very basic prototype with similar basic dimensions as the
actual original design so that we could get a better feel for
the sizing and placement of the different components.
The mock-up also included the same basic components
with a free spinning caster on the front and two fixed casters on
the back and a simple version of the interchangeable handlebars.
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This prototype allowed us to actually walk with our
design concept and gave us a rough idea of how well the
final design might function. When walking with the mockup, it proved relatively easy to maneuver and push around
which was encouraging. Even though it did not have the
added weight of the motor and battery, it was sitting on
very small, cheap, and plastic casters which did not spin as
well as the wheels we were planning on using.

Figure 30. Picture of Mock-up in
Scooter mode

Overall, we believed the mock-up was very successful and
useful in getting a better feel for our design. It also provided
others with a physical object they could see and play with
and give us feedback on.

For our last round of proof of concept testing we
asked Theresa to do three different tests to verify
whether our design concept would work for her:
go to a store and try an existing three wheeled
walker, put a coffee can on one of the rear
wheels of her current walker to mimic the size
and placement of the planetary gear drive, and
sit in a backless seat to confirm whether she can
still spatially orient herself. She informed us that
the three wheeled walker did not provide
enough stability for her to use effectively and
that when she walked with the coffee can she
ended up kicking it. Both of these results were
unsatisfactory so we took the original design
concept and completely redesigned it to have
four wheels and use a belt drive. Lastly, she does
need a rigid spatial reference at her back when
sitting down, so we need to include a back for the
seat.
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Figure 31. Original Design Concept Isometric View
of Assembly
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CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Mobility Aid project has been very challenging. It started with some very specific design
requirements that seemed almost impossible to fulfill but at the same time was broad in terms
of the actual design. In one regard this was good because it gave us the freedom to design what
we wanted and how we wanted. It also proved difficult however because we had to start from
scratch and design the whole thing from the ground up. While this was much more involved
than we originally thought, it has been a very good learning experience. After very many design
iterations, we reached a final design that we were pleased with and felt that it would
accomplish all of the requirements set out by Theresa and Idee.
Construction of the device proved much more difficult than we originally expected. There were
many little things in the design that we did not address because we did not anticipate them
being as complicated as they were. This made the manufacturing and assembling of the device
take much longer. We were however able to find solutions for just about every problem we
encountered through teamwork and a large part by finding outside sources for advice. While
this did slow construction and present more work than necessary, it was a very good learning
experience for the entire team. We were able to see the whole process of product
development from concept designs through to prototype production.
After completing this project, we do have some recommendations for future design
improvements. These include possible redesign of the braking system to include a caliper-type
brake instead of just the friction brake. To look at a better wiring system that does not require
the extra wire to allow for the position change of the handlebars. And to look at the entire
steering mechanism and finding a better way of allowing for free rotation in walker mode but
locked rotation in scooter mode. Also, looking at the whole transformation process from walker
to scooter and trying simplify it by combining and reducing the number of steps.
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APPENDIX A: QUALITY FUNCTION DEVELOPMENT
Engineering Requirements
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#
4
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TravelScoot

Speed

visually appealing

time to transform

# of parts

wheel type/size

battery size

motor power

compacted size
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weight

ride time [min]

3

3

9

min
30
0
Nova GetGo (current walker)
180
motor scooter (former)
120
TravelScoot
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Target

3

1

motor scooter

2
8
7
3
8
3
7
1
7
5
9
3
9
7
9
9

durability

1
1
1

serviceability

Exercise
arm motion when walking
wheel resistance
Mobility
terrain
steering
maneuverability
ride time (@least 30min)
pushing (wheel chair mode)
Comfort
storage accessibility
Storage capacity
Transportability
light weight
compactability
size
ease of assembly if in pieces
foldable if not in pieces
durability
Product Life span

Nova GetGo

Customer Requirements

Theresa Mortilla &
Idee Shapiro
Requirements

Weighting (Total 100)

Mobility Aid

Number of Rides/Day

Benchmarks

4
1
5

1
1
--

1
1
--
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2
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3
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Gantt Chart Continued
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APPENDIX C: DECISION MATRICES
Basic Frame
Criteria:
1. Compactable/Size
2. Easy to assemble
3. Must be able to used as a wheelchair
4. Must have some storage location or someplace a bag can be attached
5. Aesthetics (visual appeal)
6. Must be able to maneuver easily over cracks and bumps
7. Has some locking or braking mechanism
8. Lightweight
9. Must be easy to travel with
10. Must get Theresa Mortilla from Point A to Point B
11. Comfort

Nova GetGo

Nova
GetGo

Curved Frame dual arm

Curved Frame stationary arms

Chariotstyle

Go-Kart

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

D
A
T
U
M
D
A
T
U
M

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
S
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

+
+
+
+
S
+
-

Σ +'s
Σ -'s
Σ S's

-

10
1
0

9
1
1

6
5
0

5
5
1
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Curved Frame - stationary arms

Curved Frame – Dual Arm

Chariot-style

+ = Better than Datum

- = Worse than Datum
S = Same
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Motor Mount
Criteria:
1. Must be easy to engage and disengage
2. Must be easy to maintain/clean and not break
3. Must have the ability to completely remove the motor from the frame (for when
traveling)
4. Must be limited wheel resistance (when disengaged)
5. Must be out of the way while walking and/or not obstruct the motion of the person
walking

1
2
3
4
5

Gear Box
+
+
+
+

Belt Drive
+
+
S

Planetary Gears
+
+
+
+
+

In-wheel Motor
+
+
+
+

Σ +'s
Σ -'s
Σ S's

4
1
0

2
2
1

5
0
0

4
1
0

Note: for this Pugh Matrix,

Gear Box

Belt Drive

Planetary Gears

+ = yes
- = no
S = indeterminate

In-wheel Motor
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Seating/Storage

Fold-down (with backrest)

Criteria:
1. Comfort
2. Must not obstruct the user while walking
3. Ease of transformation
4. Stability
5. Compactable

Rigid Seat

Rigid Seat

Fold-down
(with backrest)

Cloth Seat

Bicycle Seat

1
2
3
4
5

D
A
T
U
M

3
2
2
1
2

2
3
1
2
3

1
1
3
3
1

Total

-

10

11

9
Bicycle Seat

Note: This is based on a scale ordering them from best (3) to worst
(1).
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Cloth Seat
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Steering/Handles
Criteria:
1. Ease of installing braking system
2. Throttle and speed controller
3. Aesthetics (Visual appeal)
4. Maneuverability
5. Gives enough support while user is walking
6. Smooth steering capabilities

Two sets of Arms

Dual-use

Two-Wheel Steering

Telescoping

1
2
3
4
5
6

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
-

+
S
S

Σ +'s
Σ -'s
Σ S's

5
1
0

6
0
0

2
4
0

1
3
2

Note: for this Pugh Matrix,

+ = yes
- = no
S = indeterminate
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Two sets of Arms
Dual-use

Telescoping
Two-Wheel Steering
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APPENDIX D: DRAWING PACKET
Original Design Sketch
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Wiring Diagram
BATTERY

40A FUSE

FUSE

TO

10A Charger

FUSE

DC/A
C

TO

2A Power
SPEED CONTROLLER
FUSE
10A Motor
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TO
MOTOR
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APPENDIX E: LIST OF VENDORS, CONTACT INFORMATION AND PRICING
Table 3. Table of parts and descriptions with vendor information.

Part

Image

Location
Store Name and/or Website

Part #

Description

Caster Fork

Enable Your Life
<http://enableyourlife.com/item.as
p?cID=63&PID=622>

CF045

5 Aluminum Fork With 2 1/2 x 1/2
D Stem & Nut

Front Wheel

Enable Your Life
<http://enableyourlife.com/item.as
p?PID=763>

CW104

5" x 1" Six Spoke Wheelchair
Caster Wheel; Choose: CW104
With Bearings

Drive Pulley

MFG Supply
<http://www.mfgsupply.com/m/c/
13-12378.html>

13-12378

Spindle Pulley for AYP 42" & 46"
newer decks

Idler Pulley

MFG Supply
<http://www.mfgsupply.com/m/c/
13-10672.html>

13-10672

MTD Idler Pulley. Fits selfpropelled walk-behind mowers

Driver Pulley

MFG Supply
<http://www.mfgsupply.com/m/c/
13-3312.html>

13-3312

K&S 16585 Edger Pulley

Drive Belt

MFG Supply
<http://www.mfgsupply.com/m/c/
12-7573.html>

12-7573

5/8" X 28" Heavy Duty Kevlar Cord
Belt

Speed Controller

Electric Scooter Parts
<http://electricscooterparts.com/s
peedcontrollers.html>

SPD-CT201C6

Thumb Throttle

Electric Scooter Parts
<http://electricscooterparts.com/th
rottles.html>

THR-65

Motor

Electric Scooter Parts
<http://electricscooterparts.com/m
otors.html>

MOT-24250X2650

Rear Wheel

http://www.grainger.com/Grainger
/items/1NXA5

1NXA5
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CT-201C6 24V 250W Electric
Scooter Speed Controller

Hall-Effect Thumb Throttle With
24V LED Meter

24 Volt 250 Watt 2650RPM
Electric Scooter Motor

8" X 1.75" Steel Wheel with 1/2"
Ball Bearing (Diamond Tread)
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http://www.monsterscooterparts.c
om/molded-seat-frame-gogomodels.html

Seat

Seat Cushion

--

to be made locally with weatherproof fabric and foam cushion

SS-P49-5929

--

Molded Seat Frame for Go-Go
Mobility Chairs

Foam Cushion

Handlebar (opposite
of throttle)

http://www.atafa.com/sports/prod
ucts/Grey_And_Black_Short_Foam
_Bicycle_Handlebar_Grip_Length226770.html

AZDH-AP07703

Brake Levers

http://www.choppersus.com/store
/product/1070/V-Brake-Lever--Locking---Pair/

06213

V-Brake Lever - Locking - Pair

737533

Novara Brake Cable Kit

Brake Cable (set)

Snap Button

http://www.rei.com/product/7375
33?preferredSku=7375330011&cm
_mmc=cse_froogle-_-datafeed-_product-_7375330011&mr:trackingCode=1E7
D4FFE-FB85-DE11-B7F30019B9C043EB&mr:referralID=NA
http://valco.stage.thomasnetnavigator.com/item/single-enddog-leg-b-series-/single-end-dogleg-snap-button-standard/b104?&seo=110

B-104

Grey And Black Short Foam Bicycle
Handlebar Grip, 5" Length, 1.25"
Dia.

Single End - Dog Leg Snap Button Standard

Sleeve Bearings
(center)

McMaster-Carr
<http://www.mcmaster.com/#5778
5k36/=7chi2f>

57785K36

UHMW Bearing Flange, for 5/8"
Shaft Dia, 7/8" OD, 1" Length

Sleeve Bearings
(outside)

McMaster-Carr
<http://www.mcmaster.com/#5778
5k25/=7chi67>

57785K25

UHMW Bearing Flanged, for 1/2"
Shaft Dia, 3/4" OD, 1" Length

Roller Chain
Sprockets (center)

McMaster-Carr
<http://www.mcmaster.com/#6793
k149/=7chi90>

6793K149

Steel Machinable-Bore Sprocket
for #40 Chain, 1/2" Pitch, 18
Teeth, 5/8" min Bore

Roller Chain
Sprockets (outside)

McMaster-Carr
<http://www.mcmaster.com/#6793
k143/=7chibo>

6793K143

Steel Machinable-Bore Sprocket
for #40 Chain, 1/2" Pitch, 12
Teeth, 1/2" min Bore

Roller Chain

McMaster-Carr
<http://www.mcmaster.com/#7210
k214/=7chinq>

7210K214

Corrosion-Resistant Steel Roller
Chain #40, Single Strand, 1/2"
Pitch, .312" Dia, 4'L

Chain Tensioner

McMaster-Carr
<http://www.mcmaster.com/#5973
k3/=7chiqh>

5973K3
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Floating Roller Chain Tensioner for
#40, 41, 52, 25-2 Chain, 3" L
Saddle, 2-13/16" W
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Lithium Ion Battery

Charging Unit

Aluminum Square
Tubing (Outer Leg)

Aluminum Square
Tubing (Inner Leg)

Aluminum Round
Tubing (Outer Leg)

Aluminum Round
Tubing (Handlebars)

Aluminum Round
Rod (Seat Posts)
Aluminum Sheet
Metal (Motor
Mount)
Aluminum Sheet
Metal (Front Frame)

Aluminum
Rectangular Tubing
(Front Frame)

Aluminum Block
(Steering Block)

High Density
Polyethylene

Battery Space
<http://www.batteryspace.com/cu
stomizedpolymerliionmodule259v10ah259wh7aratew
ithpcmontop165mmx72mmplane.a
spx>
Battery Space
<http://www.batteryspace.com/sm
artcharger30afor259vliionpolymerrechargeablebatterypac
kstandardfemaletamiyaplug100240v.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-4678-8379-1-12-sq-wall-sq-tube6063-t52-aluminum.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-4681-8379-1-sq-wall-sq-tube6063-t52-aluminum.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-4590-8371-1-od-x-125-wall-tube6061-t6-aluminum.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-4566-8371-34-od-x-0083-walltube-6061-t6-aluminum.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-2441-8368-34-rd-6061-t6511aluminum-extruded.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-2406-8360-18-6061-t651aluminum-plate.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-2408-8360-14-6061-t651aluminum-plate.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-4666-8364-1-12-x-34-x-18-wallrect-tube-6063-t52aluminum.aspx>
Speedy Metals
<https://www.speedymetals.com/p
c-2506-8378-3-sq-6061-t6511aluminum-extruded.aspx>
Industrial Plastic Supply
<http://www.indplastic.com/index.
cfm?fuseaction=detail&id=3923246
&product=139>
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CU-PL-9059156-7SWR

Customized Polymer Li-Ion
Battery: 25.9v 10Ah (259 Wh, 7A
rate) with PCM on top 165mm x
72 mm plane (21.0)

CH-LI259V3A-7

Smart Charger (3.0A) for 25.9V Liion/Polymer Rechargeable Battery
Pack ( Standard Female Tamiya
Plug) 100- 240V

--

1-1/2" SQ {A} x 1-1/4" ID {B} x
.125" Wall {C} Sq. Tube 6063-T52
Aluminum-60"

--

1" SQ {A} x 3/4" ID {B} x .125" Wall
{C} Sq. Tube 6063-T52 Aluminum36"

--

1" OD {A} x 0.750" ID {B} x .125"
Wall {C} Tube 6061-T6 Aluminum36"

--

3/4" OD {A} x 0.584" ID {B} x .083"
Wall {C} Tube 6061-T6 Aluminum48"

--

3/4" {A} Rd 6061-T6511
Aluminum, Extruded-48"

--

1/8" 6061-T651 Aluminum Plate12"x24" Plate

--

1/4" 6061-T651 Aluminum Plate12"x12" Plate

--

3/4" {A} x 1-1/2" {B} x .125" Wall
{C} Rect. Tube 6063-T52
Aluminum-48"

--

3" {A} Sq 6061-T6511 Aluminum,
Extruded-By the Inch-2"

HDPES-.125

High Density Poly Ethelyne Sheet
0.125" Black 12" x 24" (2 pieces)
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Table 4. Tabulated list of all costs

Part

Caster Forks

Image

Cost per

Quantity

$47.99

1

Shipping

Subtotal

Tax

Total

$12.95

$93.92

$8.45

$102.37

Front Wheel

$16.49

2

Drive Pulley

$11.49

1

$11.49

$1.03

$12.52

Idler Pulley

$10.19

1

$10.19

$0.92

$11.11

Driver Pulley

$15.91

1

$15.91

$1.39

$17.30

Drive Belt

$14.19

1

$14.19

$1.28

$15.47

Speed Controller

$35.95

1

Thumb Throttle

$19.95

1

$12.45

$123.30

$11.10

$134.40

Motor

$54.95

1

Rear Wheel

$7.18

2

$6.99

$21.35

$1.92

$23.27
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$0.00
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Seat

$96.99

1

$12.31

$109.30

$9.84

$119.14

$60.45

1

$0.00

--

--

$60.45

Handlebar (opposite
of throttle)

$3.16

1

$6.79

$9.95

$0.90

$10.85

Brake Levers

$17.99

1

$17.99

$1.62

$19.61

Brake Cable (set)

$19.00

1

$5.95

$24.95

$2.25

$27.20

Brake Cable

$23.83

1

$0.00

$23.83

$2.09

$25.92

Snap Button

--

6

--

--

--

$0.00

Sleeve Bearings
(center)

$9.11

1

$9.11

$0.82

$9.93

Sleeve Bearings
(outside)

$5.46

2

$10.92

$0.98

$11.90

Roller Chain
Sprockets (center)

$14.98

1

$14.98

$1.35

$16.33

Roller Chain
Sprockets (outside)

$11.27

2

$22.54

$2.03

$24.57

Roller Chain

$27.84

1

$27.84

$2.51

$30.35

Chain Tensioner

$45.84

2

$91.68

$8.25

$99.93

Seat Cushion

--
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Lithium Ion Battery

$302.95

1

Charging Unit

$49.95

1

$25.00

1

-$18.90

1

Aluminum Square
Tubing (Inner Leg)

$14.20

2

Aluminum Square
Tubing (Outer Leg)

$21.85

Aluminum Round
Tubing (Outer Leg)
Aluminum Round
Tubing (Handlebars)

Hazard Material
special handling fee
Discount

$9.23

$387.13

$32.69

$14.67

$28.40

$0.00

1

$21.85

$0.00

$6.05

1

$6.05

$0.00

$26.54

2

$53.08

$0.00

$400.92

$231.93

$40.74
Aluminum Round
Rod (Seat Posts)

$9.54

2

$19.08

$0.00

Aluminum Sheet
Metal (Motor
Mount)

$25.22

1

$25.22

$0.00

Aluminum Sheet
Metal (Front Frame)

$22.84

1

$22.84

$0.00

Aluminum
Rectangular Tubing
(Front Frame)

$10.85

1

$10.85

$0.00

Aluminum Block
(Steering Block)

$9.22

1

High Density
Polyethylene

$10.35

1

Miscellaneous
(bolts, washers,
nuts, extra parts,
etc.)

--

--

$15.25

$35.32
$9.22

$0.00

$15.00

$10.35

$0.91

$26.26

$0.00

--

--

$283.66

Grand Total
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APPENDIX F: VENDOR SUPPLIED COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS AND DATA SHEETS
Speed Controller Wiring Directions
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APPENDIX G: DETAILED SUPPORTING ANALYSIS
Preliminary Calculations for Original Design
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Deflection Calculations for Final Design
Walker Mode
b
a = 20 in
L = 28 in
F = 100 lb
EAl = 107 psi

b’
h
h’

b = 1.5 in ; b’ = 1.25 in
h = 1.5 in ; h’ = 1.25 in
I=

= 0.218 in4

a = 20 in
L = 28 in
M = 2400 lb-in
EAl = 107 psi
b = 1.5 in ; b’ = 1.25 in
h = 1.5 in ; h’ = 1.25 in
I=

= 0.218 in4

As a rule of thumb a beam should not experience deflections greater than
so in our case that means δmax should be approximately 0.12 in.

,

By superposition the deflection then looks like:
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0.14
0.12

Deflection, δ, [in]

0.1
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0
-0.02 0
-0.04

5

10

15

20

25

30

-0.06
-0.08

Position on Beam

Even with the discontinuity from the calculations, the deflection should be fine.
Scooter Mode
b
a = 10 in & 22 in
L = 40 in
F = 100 lb
EAl = 107 psi

b’
h
h’

b = 1.5 in ; b’ = 1.25 in
h = 1.5 in ; h’ = 1.25 in
= 0.218 in4

I=

By superposition the deflection looks like:
0.1

Deflection, δ, [in]

0.05

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

-0.05

-0.1

-0.15

Position on Beam
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Weight Calculations
For our final design we need approximately 120 in of tubing for the main part of the frame.
Aluminum
b
Unit weight = 0.0975 lbf/in3
b’
h
7

EAl = 10 psi

h’

b = 1.5 in ; b’ = 1.25 in
h = 1.5 in ; h’ = 1.25 in
A=
= 0.6875 in2
V = A*L = 82.5 in3
W ~ 8 lbf
Steel
b
Unit weight = 0.282 lbf/in

3

b’
h
7

EAl = 30 x 10 psi

h’

b = 1.5 in ; b’ = 1.375 in
h = 1.5 in ; h’ = 1.375 in
A=
= 0.360 in2
V = A*L = 43.125 in3
W ~ 12 lbf
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